Winter Sports
Option
Planning on hitting the
slopes on your next trip? The
add-on Winter Sports Option
offers cover for a range of
winter sports.

Cover under all events while participating in a winter sport

1. You need
medical help

2. You have to
cancel or change
your trip

3. You have
trouble getting
from A to B

6. Your credit
cards are lost or
stolen, or your
cash is stolen

7. Your rental
vehicle is in an
accident, damaged
or stolen

8. Your destination
is declared a ‘Do
Not Travel’ zone

SureSave offers cover for:

4. Your luggage
5. Your passport
and personal items
or other travel
are lost, stolen,
documents are lost,
damaged or delayed damaged or stolen

99 Snow-skiing and snowboarding

(on piste and off-piste) on groomed
and ungroomed runs and marked
trails patrolled/monitored by
resort authorities

99 Back-country skiing and

snowboarding only when on a
guided tour with a licensed tour
operator

99 Heli-skiing and cat skiing only
when on a guided tour with a
licensed tour operator

9. You are being
sued (personal
liability)

10. Your winter
sports holiday
doesn’t go to plan

Cover for snow-specific incidents

99 Toboganning on marked trails,
on-piste only

99 Cross country skiing on groomed

and ungroomed runs and marked
trails patrolled/monitored by
resort authorities

99 Snowmobiling when provided by

the recognised piste authority
for transport to and from areas
designed for recreational skiing
within resort boundaries, or when
on a guided tour with a licensed
tour operator

99 Telemark skiing within the resort
and terrain park boundaries on
groomed and ungroomed runs
and marked trails patrolled or
monitored by resort authorities

The “in-use” rule

When the show can’t go on:

Cover for winter sports
equipment for its depreciated
value up to $700 per item for
all luggage events, even while
in use, up to your plan limits.

Cover for winter sports pre-paid
costs such as ski equipment hire,
lift passes and ski school costs
- if you’re injured in an accident or
suddenly fall ill and can’t ski for
more than 24 hours.
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